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Abstract
This paper describes recent progress on numerical simulation of soft body impact. Application of non-linear explicit
finite element analysis was used for this work . Gelatin is a good substitute for a bird.Soft bodies like birds is highly
deformable on impact and flow over the structure spreading the impact load. Soft body projectile was modeled by
using the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method. In this work three different bird models namely bird
without void, bird with 20% void, bird with 40% void are modeled. The impact characteristics such as internal
energy, kinetic energy, reaction force are computed by simulating collision of the different SPH bird models at 90
degree onto a flat rigid panel at an impact velocity of 50,100,150m/s. The numerical results chosen for comparison
include the plot of effective stress, energy variation and force profile in the bird. In addition, determination of effect
velocity on impact characteristics investigated.
Key words: bird strike, Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), smooth particle hydrodynamic (SPH), Lagrangian
model

1. Introduction
An aircraft flies under the risk of impacting foreign objects during its life cycle. According to the aeronautical
specifications the term “birdstrike” mean the collision between a bird and an aircraft [1].Major parts of impact are
front facing component, which includes windshield, nacelles, wing leading edge and compressor blade.So bird
strike is a serious and damaging event, it must be accounted in the design of flight critical aircraft components.
Hence the FAA and EASA likeairworthy regulatory authoritieshas defined Bird Strike regulations for large civil
aircrafts. The certification clauses demand that the aircraft be able to successfully land after the
leading edges being struck with a standard bird at a certain velocity of concern which is defined based on the cruise
velocity of the aircraft.
Previously bird strike tests were performed with real birds. But is time consuming and costly [2]. The original
bird test were not repeatable because of the difficultiesin targeting, controlling bird projectile attitude and
thedifference in body density of the birds (even of the same birdspecies).The restricted specification of bird size and
mass causeddifficulties and lead to cost increase. These type of problems related to the real birds testleads to the
development ofartificial (gelatine) birds .
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In this work three different bird models namely bird without void, bird with 20% void, bird with two 40% void
are modeled. The impact characteristics such as internal energy, kinetic energy, reaction force are computed by
simulating collision of the different SPH bird models at 90 degree onto a flat rigid panel at an impact velocity of
50,100,150m/s.The numerical results chosen for comparison include the plot of effective stress, energy variation and
force profile in the bird. In addition, determination of effect velocity on impact characteristics investigated.

2. Modelling approaches
There are lot of numerical method to analyze the impact phenomenon especially the fluid-structure interaction
problems [7]. For making impact analysis easier it could be often useful to couple different numerical solvers in
order to treat each domain of the problem more appropriately. For each methodology hasits onstrengths and
weaknesses, for that the right choice of modeling approach is very important .There are four modelling methods
currently available.TheLagrangian mesh, the Eulerian mesh, the Arbitrary the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH)
method.

2.1. Lagrangian formulation

Figure 1: Lagrangian model
The Lagrangian method divides a volume into a large number of small geometries called elements. |It is generally
well suited for the description of solid materials impact problems, for which the numerical mesh moves and distorts
as shown in fig 1.The difference between the various formulations is the choice of the reference coordinates for the
description of the motion. The Lagrangian method uses material coordinates as the reference. The nodes of the
Lagrangian mesh are associated to particles in the material under examination, therefore each node of the mesh
follows an individual particle in motion. Lagrangian method is more suited for the description of solid behavior. Its
main drawback is that, Due to the nature of the formulation for severe deformations, the numerical mesh will
distorted with a resulting small time-step and possible loss of accuracy. So the numerical solution can only be
carried out to a certain point before the Lagrangian mesh distortions which cause the analysis to be stopped due to a
very small time-step [7].
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2.2. Eulerian formulation

Figure 2: Eulerian model
In the Eulerian technique the mesh remains fixed as shown in fig.2 and the material under study flows through the
Lagrangian method. An Eulerian technique completely avoids the difficulties associated with the time step
reduction [7].Which is required by the type ofhighly deformed Lagrangian technique, when used in explicit time
integration solutions . The simulation of fluid behavior is mostly done with this method.Such as water/fuel sloshing,
although it has been applied to solid simulation too.The difficulty to keep track of the material behaviour history is
the major disadvantage of this technique, for which it is necessary the use of more sophisticated technique.

2.3. ALE formulation
The third modelling method is the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method [8]. It can be considered like a
combination of the Lagrangian and Eulerian formulation.So that it got the advantages of both methods and can
minimize the disadvantages. In ALE modelling the material flows in the mesh in order to follow the boundary
motion and prevent the mesh tangling, as shown in the figure 3. Due to a good set of the background mesh motion
from the user, it is possible to minimize the mesh distortions and obtain the best results. In this way a large number
of elements can be eliminated and calculating time reduced.

Figure 3: ALE model
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In particular at each time step, it can evaluate the position of the material with respect to the nodes figure, and
the coupling with the solid structure is done by tracking the relative displacements between the coupled Lagrangian
nodes and the fluid.
2.4. SPH formulation
The Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics is a Lagrangian mesh less technique and was developed by Monaghan in the
late 1970‟s for astrophysics problems with application to hypervelocity impacts where the material shatters upon
impact [11]. It is more accurate and effective in modeling of material deformation to solve computational fluid
dynamic problems.The fluid is represented as a set of moving particles in the SPH method and each particle
representing as an interpolation point where all the fluid properties are known. The influence of each particle is
established inside of a sphere of radius of2h, called supportdomain , where h is the smoothing length, as shown in
the figure 4.
In SPH method the smoothing length of every particle changes with the time. When particles separate the
smoothing length increases. When they come close to each other the smoothing length decreases. It is necessary to
keep enough particles in the neighbourhood to validate the approximation of continuum variables. The SPH does not
show any problem relative to mesh tangling in large deformation problems like a pure Lagrangian formulation
because of the grid less nature of the methodology, and uses fewer elements than the ALE method to avoids the
material interface problems associated with it.

Figure4:Single SPH particle representation

3. FEmodellling
3.1 Birdmodelling
Wilbeck and team conducted experimental study in the mid 1970’s to understand the impact behavior of birds and
to evaluate the load response which the bird exerts during impact on the targets [3]. In this work it is used SPH
method hence parametric study requires multiple analysis. An ellipsoidal bird model and the properties are shown in
table 1. The bird models used for the simulation are ellipsoidal without void, with 20% void and with 40% void.
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Table 1: mass, volume and density for all models
Bird model
Without void
20% void
40% void

Volume
mm³
2053333
1642667
1231999

Density
Kg/m³
963
963
963

Mass
Kg
2
1.6
1.2

Figure .5:Ellipsoidal without void, with 20% void, 40%void
An equation of state (EOS) is an essential part of SPH modeling.Whichdescribes thepressure-volume relationship
with parameters of water at room temperature.In Abaqus/Explicit the Mie-GrüneisenEOS (us-up approach) was
adopted in the current study.A common technique to validate the bird impactor model is to use experimental bird
strike testdata on instrumented plates and to compare the pressure-time history with the numerical results[3].

3.2 Target plate
The finite element mesh of the rigid target is created using 4489 evenly distributed solid elements. Figure 8 shows
the geometry of the rigid plate. The dimensions and mesh density chosen is arbitrary. The boundary of the rigid
target is set by constraining the node’s rotational and translational degree of freedoms at the edge of the plate.
The material property of the rigid plate is defined by card *MAT_RIGID.Card *MAT_RIGID provides a convenient
way of turning one or more parts consisting of beam, solid or shell elements in *ABAQUSEXPLICIT* into a rigid
body.
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Figure 6:Rigid plate (400mm×400mm)
Contact algorithm is the important aspect for the fluid-structure interaction in the bird impact simulation.It
prevents penetrations and calculates reaction forces. The contactalgorithm has to cope with large deformations and
splitting of the projectile,sliding of the birdmaterial over the target surface and the creation of multiple contact
interfaces due to possiblefracture and penetration of the structure also related to the contact algorithm [11]. During
the bird strike significant oscillations in the contact force can occur in a penalty contact algorithm. Thatare often
dependent in their frequency and peaks on the penalty stiffness scale factor [3]. Friction is another aspect, whereas
the study in (Shmotin et al., 2009) advises that best resultscompared to experimental results can be obtained with
zero friction.

4. Description of the research work
In bird strike problem the parameters which affect the performance are, its mass, velocity, diameter and density. In
this aspect, a parametric study is undertaken to understand the role of voids on projectile (bird).In real bird at torso
region internal cavities are present. The bird parameters were varied by varying the the impact velocity and void
size. While varying impactor parameters the properties of the section target parameters were kept constant. First
benchmark simulations were carried out for bird without any void impact onto a rigid target with velocity
50,100,150m/s respectively .Then made 20% &40% void inside the elliptical projectile and simulated with
50,100,150m/s velocity.

Figure 7.Deformation of the bird at t=0.3ms, t=1.2ms with 100m/s velocity
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5. Results and discussions
5.1 Effect of void

Figure.8: Comparison of Kinetic Energy, Internal Energy for DifferentBird Models at Velocity 100 m/s.

Figure 9:Comparisonof Reaction Force, Strain Energy for DifferentBird Models at the Velocity of 100 m/s

From the figure 8,9 it it can be noticed that as the void increases, kinetic energy and reaction force were
decreased with respect to time of impact. Strain energy, Internal energy showing same type of variation, that both
were increased with increase in void size at first, then for large void size both energies decreases due to the buckling
effect. As the void increases the deformation time decreases.
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5.2 Effect of velocity.

`
Figure 10: Comparison of Kinetic Energy, Internal Energyfor Different Velocities with 2kg Mass

Figure 11: Comparison of Reaction Force, Strain Energyfor Different Velocities with 2kg Mass

From the figure 10,11 it is very clear that as the velocity increases kinetic energy,strain energy,reaction
force,internal energy all are increased. The kinetic energy directly proportional to the square of the velocity.The
deformation period is greatest at lower velocity and it decreases with the increase in velocity.
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5.3 Effect of mass

Figure 12: Comparison of Kinetic Energy,Internal Energy for Different Massat 100m/s Velocity

Figure 13: Comparison of Reaction force,Strain Energy for Different Massat 100m/s Velocity
From the figure it is inferred that as the mass increases all the parameter kinetic energy, strain energy, reaction
force, internal energy should increase.As the mass increases the deformation time also incrases with lower velocity.

6. Conclusion
Presence of void inside the projectile plays a major role in the impact result. Due to the void reaction forces and
kinetic energy were decreases .But the internal energy and the strain energy first increased and then decreased. The
variation in velocity seems to affect the maximum reaction force and the internal,strain,kinetic energies
significantly.Increase in velocity all the above parameters were increased. Increase in mass causes increase in all the
parameters which are discussed above.The SPH approach is considered to be the most suitable and feasible
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methodology to simulate the dynamics of an high speed impact phenomenon, like the birdstrike against an aircraft
component.
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